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ABSTRACT

Objective: The ‘Online Symptom-Based Learning (SBL)’ method was developed to support the clinical decision-making processes of students in clinical years, using the Education Management System (EMS) integrated with Zoom. This research aimed to gather the opinions of students and faculty members about the ‘Online SBL’ method applied during the pandemic.

Materials and Methods: This qualitative study involved 34 faculty members using Online SBL and 267 clinical year students from Karadeniz Technical University Faculty of Medicine. The researchers employed a convenience sampling method and selected volunteers for focus group interviews, including 28 clinical year students and 23 faculty members from different departments and clinical courses.

Results: Analysis revealed five main themes upon which the researchers agreed: educators’ previous experiences in clinical reasoning, their experiences with SBL, students’ experiences with SBL, the contributions of SBL to education, and suggestions for improving SBL.

Conclusion: The primary findings indicated that SBL improved clinical reasoning skills, positively affected the educational climate during the pandemic, promoted student-centered thinking among educators, and facilitated interdisciplinary collaboration towards common learning objectives. However, challenges included anxiety associated with conducting SBL online, some educators’ persistence in educator-oriented thinking, and difficulties in group assessments. The Online SBL method could be beneficial not only online but also in face-to-face undergraduate education across all health professions.
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INTRODUCTION

Clinical reasoning is defined as the process of diagnosing, treating, and managing follow-up by evaluating clinical symptoms, conditions, or cases based on obtained history, physical examination findings, and laboratory and imaging tests.¹ The ‘Dual Theory’, which addresses decision-making processes and is often applied in clinical decision-making, suggests that these processes operate through two main systems: fast, spontaneous, non-analytical reasoning in ‘System 1’, and an analytical system in ‘System 2’, which generates new hypotheses when encountering unusual phenome-
na.\textsuperscript{1,2} In the ‘Dual Theory’, clinical decision-making competence is defined as a process where Systems 1 and 2 are used together in a balanced manner in thinking and discussion processes, ensuring healthy transitions and transformations between systems.\textsuperscript{3,4} The clinical decision-making process is inseparable from the underlying knowledge base and does not automatically guarantee successful decision-making.\textsuperscript{5} Therefore, this process needs support from methods developed within the ‘Dual Theory’ framework. This highlights the importance of supporting clinical reasoning through clinical symptoms and cases in medical education, integrating it with both face-to-face and online training in the 21\textsuperscript{st}-century medical education approach.\textsuperscript{6,7} Consequently, case-based learning has been defined as a method where, beginning with a symptom, a case is resolved step-by-step, with the educator serving as a facilitator in small groups.\textsuperscript{8,9} This case-based learning method is recommended not only in medical education but also in the training of other health professionals for the development of clinical reasoning.\textsuperscript{10,11}

However, various problems may be encountered before, during, and after training aimed at acquiring clinical reasoning skills. These problems can arise from educators, learners, or the nature of the case scenarios. Among the problems attributed to educators are insufficient guidance during the process and a tendency to impart knowledge rather than facilitating the steps of clinical reasoning. Problems stemming from learners include an inability to engage in clinical reasoning processes due to their insufficient readiness and a lack of understanding of the teaching method. Issues arising from the case scenarios involve the failure to clearly present problems to learners and poorly structured case scenarios.\textsuperscript{12}

During the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, many efforts have been made to support students’ clinical reasoning skills in undergraduate education across different health professions, including medicine, dentistry, and nursing. The main problems mentioned above have been encountered while using different methods to support clinical reasoning skills.\textsuperscript{13,14} Consequently, researchers developed the ‘Online Symptom-Based Learning (SBL)’ method to support the clinical decision-making processes of clinical year students. This method is aligned with the themes in the Clinical Symptoms/Findings and Situations list from the Undergraduate Medical Education National Core Education Program.\textsuperscript{15}

**Purpose of the Study**

The aim of this study was to gather the opinions of students and faculty members about the ‘Online SBL’ method implemented during clinical periods in the pandemic at Karadeniz Technical University (KTU) Faculty of Medicine. The objective is to improve the application based on the feedback obtained.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Participants**

Our study was designed following a qualitative approach. The target sample included 34 faculty members using Online SBL in clinical year courses and 267 students who participated in all sessions within the 2020–2021 Academic Year curriculum at KTU Faculty of Medicine. Researchers employed a convenience sampling method and selected volunteers, comprising 28 clinical year students and 23 faculty members from different departments and clinical courses.

**Data Collection and Analysis**

The Online SBL method, which can take two to three hours per session depending on the case characteristics, follows a 9-step approach to operationalize clinical reasoning processes. This method, developed for potential face-to-face application post-pandemic, was created by faculty members from the
Researchers conducted a 4-hour online training session via Zoom, which included implementation based on examples of Online SBL for faculty members involved in clinical education (Terms 4 and 5) and practical training for clinical term students on the application process of the Online SBL method. Online SBL applications were first implemented in the 2020–2021 Academic Year, during Terms 4 and 5, by voluntary departments at KTU Faculty of Medicine. Students and teachers accessed Online SBL one to two times per week during the last five to six weeks of their clinical courses (Fig. 1). The unit of our faculty that coordinates the organization and management of student education and processes on the Education Management System (EMS) integrated with Zoom are illustrated in Figure 2.

Semi-structured focus group interviews with students and in-depth interviews with educators were conducted between April 2021 and June 2021. Online focus group interviews, utilizing the Online SBL applications, were held via Zoom in four different groups with six to eight students in each. These interviews were moderated by two researchers, with the sessions for the four groups scheduled at separate times. Information about the study was disseminated through the ‘Education Management System’ used by the KTU Faculty of Medicine, and focus groups were formed from those who voluntarily agreed to participate in the study.

For in-depth and focus group interviews, the researchers sent the Zoom link to participants’ email addresses at least one hour before the interviews. Faculty members and students were informed that the online Zoom meetings would be recorded. Those who refused were excluded from the study, and pre-selected students were invited as substitutes. Online semi-structured in-depth interviews lasting 30 minutes were conducted with faculty members via Zoom, facilitated separately by two researchers.
Students and trainers connect to the SBL, which the trainer uploads to the Education Management System (EMS) at the beginning of the courses, via Zoom on the specified day and time, and thus they are included in the SBL process.

The trainer informs the students about the SBL process and chooses one student from the group as the group leader, and this spokesperson leads the discussion sessions of the group.

The trainer facilitates the process when necessary and guides the dead ends in the discussions through open-ended questions.

In the last stage of the SBL, the trainer evaluates the performance of the group for an average of 20 minutes, answers the questions from the students, and completes the missing points in the learning objectives.

The trainer evaluates the student group on his/her own screen and the students evaluate the SBL process.

**Figure 2.** The details of online SBL processes on EMS.
The ‘Qualitative Interview Questions for In-depth Inter-
views’ for faculty members and the ‘Qualitative Interview
Questions for Focus Group Interviews’ for students were
prepared by the researchers. The video recording from the
pilot in-depth interview was reviewed by the researchers,
leading to the revision and finalization of the interview
questions (Appendix 1).

The content derived from the qualitative interviews were tran-
scribed by the researchers, and a content analysis was per-
formed on the texts. Details of the qualitative analysis process
are shown in Figure 3.
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RESULTS
The analyses revealed five main themes upon which the re-
searchers agreed: the educators’ previous experiences with
clinical reasoning, their experiences with online SBL, the stu-
dents’ experiences with online SBL, the effects of online SBL on
education, and suggestions for improving online SBL.

Main Theme (MT)-1: The Educators’ Previous Experiences
with Clinical Reasoning
‘Bedside training’ and ‘case discussion in the classroom setting’
emerged as two sub-themes from the educators’ opinions. This
indicates that educators employed various methods in
bedside training and case discussions sessions in classroom
settings to support students’ clinical reasoning skills. Some
quotes related to this theme are as follows:

“I give anamnesis training… Then, the students
prepare a case and apply examination methods,
and then I listen to them taking anamnesis.” E3

“I would hold discussion sessions with students
about a symptom; for example, I would talk about
the approach to chest pain, but we did not have
a structured process like SBL.” E6

MT-2: The Educators’ Experiences with Online SBL
Three sub-themes emerged from educators’ opinions are: ex-
periences in the preparatory phase; differences in practice;
and challenges in the evaluation of sessions. Educators had
different styles of preparation before online SBL. Addition-
ally, educators displayed different facilitation and management
approaches during online SBL. Some educators highlighted
challenges in evaluating groups in online SBL. Some quotes
related to this theme are as follows:

“We prepared and conducted the SBL scenario to-
gether with the X department. I can say that this
was our first time providing such education. We
realized we had many common goals and could
increase the number of online SBL sessions…” E11

“I intervened when they were stuck, of course,
these were interventions that would facilitate clin-
ical reasoning processes, but I still need to improve
my role as a facilitator…I was anxious due to my
insufficient facilitation skills…” E10

MT-3: Students’ Experiences with the SBL
Three sub-themes emerged from students’ opinion are: readi-
ness before the SBL; fulfilling duties and responsibilities in on-
line SBL processes; and emotions and thoughts. Students ex-
pressed their opinions on readiness before attending sessions
and the impact of the online SBL structure on their ability to perform roles during sessions. In addition, some emotions and thoughts about the effects of online SBL on their education were revealed. Some quotes related to the theme are as follows:

“We received training on how online SBL functions before… it was not difficult; the process was fast, and the pre-prepared online system guides students very well.” S4

“…we can easily discuss and talk with our friends in SBL.” S2

“…after studying the subjects taught in the classes, I learned what I really need to know through SBL, namely, how to use this information.” S8

MT-4: Effects of Online SBL on Education

The following sub-themes emerged from the interviews: effects on clinical reasoning, contributions to the learning climate, impact on learners’ roles in education, impact on the educator’s role, and learners’ professional attitudes and behaviors. The online SBL method improved students’ clinical reasoning skills and enhanced interaction and discussion between educators and students. It also motivated students to perform their roles voluntarily. Educators found support in the online SBL method for facilitating and managing the clinical reasoning process. Some quotes related to the theme are as follows:

“We have basic knowledge to make a good discussion within the first three to four weeks of clinical courses, so the timeframe of online SBL is suitable for us…” S6

“The steps of online SBL were established so similarly to real-life clinical cases. This method makes students feel competent in clinical reasoning…” E9

“We sometimes go into too many details in theoretical lectures. With SBL, we prepare scenarios focusing on the answers to questions like ‘What kind of path should they follow (in terms of clinical reasoning)?’ and ‘What information do they need?’…” E20

MT-5: Suggestions for the Improvement of SBL

Three sub-themes emerged: suggestions for pre-training preparation, suggestions for the implementation process, and suggestions for the evaluation of the online SBL process. Educators emphasized that some symptoms should be prepared using a multidisciplinary approach. They shared many opinions on the needs that should be met by a coordination unit. Participants expressed a desire for easy connectivity when encountering issues during online SBL. Additionally, faculty members demonstrated some educator-centered attitudes, which were not aligned with the objectives of online SBL. Thus, educators suggested receiving training at regular intervals and desired feedback on their performance in online SBL. Students also offered suggestions on evaluating the online SBL process, such as having educators summarize and evaluate all steps at the end of the session. Some quotes related to the theme are as follows:

“Technically, it is necessary to establish and maintain a technical support unit where we can get help when uploading scenarios to the education management system…” E7

“The number of students in groups should not exceed 15; it is very difficult to manage them online…” E12

“The SBL session takes an average of 2.5 hours, and it can be very tiring for students, especially when they are online and in front of a screen; it is even more exhausting…” E22

DISCUSSION

The Online SBL model contributed to the improvement of clinical reasoning skills on online platforms in undergraduate medical education. The main findings about SBL applied during the clinical period indicate that SBL enhanced clinical reasoning, had positive effects on the educational climate during the pandemic, encouraged educators to adopt a student-centered approach, and facilitated collaboration among educators from different disciplines towards shared learning goals. However, some of the main drawbacks identified in SBL were anxiety caused by conducting SBL online, some educators’ persistence in educator-oriented thinking, difficulties experienced in group assessments, and a lack of experience in process assessments among educators. During the pandemic period, there were various examples of educational activities to support clinical reasoning worldwide. At Harvard University School of Medicine, which implements one of the more prominent practices, case discussions are carried out in small group studies. In another study, researchers designed a workshop that included a red-eye clinical reasoning case for 1st-year preclinical medical students, incorporating virtual small- and large-group discussions in a clinical ophthalmology rotation. At the end of these workshops, students achieved the targeted knowledge gains and skills for clinical reasoning. Isaac KS Ng et al. highlighted that online platforms such as Zoom facilitated case-based tutorials, supporting medical students’ clinical reasoning in history-taking, physical examination, differential diagnoses, and investigation/management plans during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the study lacked detail on
the methods of learning activities for clinical reasoning. In a different study, an online interactive module was designed with three sections: a demonstration of the components of the respiratory physical exam via video conferencing software, a telemedicine encounter with a standardized patient, and a case discussion and clinical reasoning component via video conferencing software. Most medical students stated that this course helped improve their development of differential diagnosis. The “Clinical Case Discussions” (CCDs) elective course was structured to allow students to work on real-life medical cases through a well-structured approach, aimed at strengthening clinical year students’ clinical reasoning competence. However, in this study, CCD sessions consisted of three parts where the process leading to diagnosis was operated, but it was noted that the cases were not discussed in terms of behavioral, social, and humanities aspects. Virtual rounds (VR) were used by Sukumar S et al., where educators conducted VR for third-year medical students, including online didactics, case discussions, students’ presentations, and simulations, and it was reported that VR improved medical students’ clinical reasoning skills during the pandemic. Although there have been many examples of the case-based learning approach in undergraduate medical education, these approaches often fall short in conducting a holistic analysis and running all steps of clinical reasoning. One of the key strengths of our model is its widespread use and experience across various departments and different clinical courses. Moreover, our model can be applied during the clinical years of all health professions education, because it encompasses all steps of clinical reasoning. Additionally, our SBL model includes a behavioral-social-humanities component, which strengthens its holistic approach.

The clinical reasoning process mostly occurs in clinical education. However, when viewed as a skill, it is emphasized that the curriculum should include how to operate the process from the early stages, starting in the first year, even if theoretical knowledge is lacking. The clinical reasoning process needs support through case presentation, interpretation, and interaction. The importance of context is underscored when developing clinical reasoning skills. After the theoretical lessons provided in the first third of each course at our institution, we proposed constructing SBLs to support clinical reasoning for clinical symptoms, spread over the remaining two-thirds of the course and tailored to that course’s context. In line with our suggestions, educators also revised their courses as necessary. Our SBL model presents a method in which the phenomenon progresses gradually with clues and allows students to interact and interpret on an online platform (education management system) supported by Zoom. Students’ remarkable insights regarding the method we recommended showed that it increased their motivation to learn, made them feel valued, contributed positively to clinical reasoning skills and the educational climate, offered an opportunity to apply theoretical knowledge specifically to clinical symptoms, enabled active participation in their learning, and facilitated interaction with peers.

One of the fundamental roles of educators is to provide feedback to students during the clinical reasoning process. In our model, an educator led at most two groups, actively followed the groups both with the responses processed through the training management system and in the video session, facilitating the groups, and then provided feedback. Feedback was given both verbally at the end of the session and through a structured evaluation form. Some educators reported no issues in managing two groups simultaneously, while others preferred managing a single group due difficulties in following the students and facilitating when necessary. Our study revealed that students expect the educator to summarize the subject at the end of the session, especially in SBLs where scenarios cannot be fully resolved. Factors such as traditional teaching habits, scenarios not prepared in line with the clinical reasoning process, educators not acting as appropriate facilitators, and insufficient student readiness can be among the reasons.

Supporting the development of clinical reasoning has traditionally been deferred to clinical courses in undergraduate medical education. However, these courses often involve limited, undefined frameworks and practices that vary based on educators’ competencies in this field. Medical faculties should implement methods supporting clinical reasoning from the preclinical period, so students are better prepared for clinical reasoning in the clinical period. The primary goal of medical educators, and thus of undergraduate medical education, is to foster the development of clinical reasoning skills in students. Educators should encourage students to actively participate in the evaluation and management of patients and to reflect critically on their performance. Moreover, clinician educators must assist in clearly teaching clinical reasoning concepts.

A systematic review suggests that training in clinical reasoning varies across two dimensions. The first relates to how case information is presented, either in a ‘serial clues’ approach or a ‘whole case’ format, where the case is gradually presented to students. The second dimension is related to the purpose of education and aims to support students in acquiring and/or applying knowledge, enabling them to develop a way of thinking. The most common approach is the ‘serial clue’ approach, as it attempts to directly simulate the diagnostic processes of clinical symptoms or conditions that may be encountered in real life. Students emphasized that case-based online modules were more productive in small groups than in face-to-face settings, significantly contributing to the discussion of history, physical examination, and diagnosis processes. In our online SBL meth-
od, we used the ‘serial clue’ approach and took advantage of the pandemic conditions to integrate small group interactions and training activities for clinical reasoning, striving to improve education on online platforms. Our method begins with a symptom for clinical students and progresses gradually with the introduction of new information. Unlike others, our method, after making a differential diagnosis, addresses treatment planning, complications, and follow-up processes with a learner-centered approach. Additionally, topics of behavioral, social, and humanities are discussed in the context of symptoms and related clinical situations, on a case-by-case basis, which is considered one of the strongest aspects of our method.

**Limitations**

Some senior educators faced adaptation challenges with distance learning, thereby encountering difficulties using the Online SBL method via EMS. Furthermore, internet access issues among students affected a few online SBL sessions.

**CONCLUSION**

Our SBL model contributed to the improvement of clinical reasoning skills on online platforms in undergraduate medical education. This method might be utilized not only online but also in face-to-face education across all health professions. The main findings indicated that online SBL had positive effects on the educational climate during the pandemic, encouraged educators to adopt a student-centered approach, and led to collaborative efforts among educators from different disciplines. However, some identified drawbacks of SBL included anxiety caused by conducting SBL online, some educators’ persistence in educator-oriented thinking, difficulties in group assessments, and a lack of experience in process assessments among educators.

For further research, we suggest investigating the effects of online SBL methods on the self-regulated learning skills of students.
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### Appendix 1.

**Semi-structured qualitative interview questions for in-depth interviews with faculty members**

1. What kind of training activities did you organize for clinical decision-making processes before the online SBL application? Please explain.
2. Could you share your experiences regarding the preparation process for the online SBL application?
3. Could you share your experiences regarding the online SBL application process?
4. Could you share your thoughts on the effects of the online SBL application on students?
5. Could you share your thoughts on the effects of the online SBL application on your own teaching role?
6. Could you explain the aspects that you think should be improved for the online SBL application?

**Semi-structured qualitative interview questions for focus group interviews for students**

1. What kind of activities did you participate in your case or symptom-based education activities before the online SBL application?
2. Could you share your experiences regarding the preparation process for the online SBL application?
3. Could you share your experiences regarding the online SBL application process?
4. Could you share your thoughts on the effects on the role of trainers in the online SBL implementation process?
5. Could you share your thoughts on the effects of the online SBL application on your own learning?
6. Could you explain the aspects that you think should be improved for the online SBL application?